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Subject: R eview of B Sc thesis "A pplication of N am bu dynam ics form alism in atm ospheric dynam ics" by Z . Prochazkova
The thesis focusses on Nambu dynamics in classical physics and in particular in their application in two dimensional models of geophysical fluid dynamics.
The thesis starts with a review on Hamiltonian dynamics for finite and infinite dimensional systems. In the passage to infinite dimensional systems attention is given to the role of noncanonical systems and the existence of Casimirs, which play an important role in fluid dynamics.
In the following, the thesis introduces Nambu dynamics which are defined by an antisymmetric
bracket which satisfies Leibniz’ and the Jacobi’s rules. The antisymmetric bracket differs from
the more widely known Poisson bracket as it comprises also the Casimirs of the system, which
provide a geometrical constraint for the dynamics.
The thesis shows the derivation of the Nambu bracket making use of geometric arguments for
the two dimensional Euler equations for fluid flows and the non-stratified, rotating shallow water equations. In particular, for the second case, the dynamics is expressed by the sum of two
Nambu brackets which represent the vorticity dynamics and the vortex-wave interations and a
symmetric bracket which represents the energy dissipation by gravity waves.
***
The thesis reads as a very good review on the subject, with no real new results being proposed. Each mathematical step is made explicit and particular care is shown to the derivation
of the correct normalization constants, in particular for the use of the n-th degrees enstrophy.
In some part the thesis could have been a little more explicit in its statements. For example in
the section on noncanonical dynamics and Casmir functionals, the thesis could have mentioned that Casmir functional arise as a consequence of Darboux’ theorem. This is probably
known to the student, however the section on this fundamental point is a little cryptic. An other
point where the thesis could have been more precise is in the explaination of Noether theorem: equations (1.28)-(1.30) are in fact not a consequence of Noether’s theorem, but just of
the antisymmetric form of the bracket.
In general I find however the thesis to be excellent. Noncanonical dynamics, the Hamiltonian
form for fluid equations and Nambu dynamics are usually not covered in classes on analytical
mechanics, especially at BSc level, the student should thus be praised for having been able to
grasp such a non-trivial topic.
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As a suggestion for possible questions, I suggest one the following:
1) Considering fluid flows, do the Casimir functionals arise in the Lagrangian or Eulerian description? [Answer: Eulerian, with all the consequences associated to that]
2) What is the conservation law associated to the particle relabeling symmetry? [Answer: Kelvin’s circulation theorem]
3) Fluid flows are just one of the famous examples of continuous theories of classical physics:
can you name others? [Answer: elasticity theory. Question: is there a particle relabeling associated also for this? Answer: no, hence there is not a “vorticity” field in elasticity].
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